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lower prices of Internet access, overlay networks could be an
attractive alternative at up to a hundredth of the cost [16], [30].

Abstract—Overlay networking and ISP-assisted tunneling are
effective solutions to overcome problematic BGP routes and
bypass troublesome autonomous systems. Despite their demonstrated effectiveness, overlay support is not broadly available. In
this paper, we propose Cloud-Routed Overlay Networks (CRONets),
whereby users can readily build their own overlays using nodes
from global and well-provisioned cloud providers like IBM
Softlayer or Amazon EC2. While previous studies have demonstrated the beneﬁts of overlay networks with the high-speed
experimental Internet2 backbone, we are the ﬁrst to evaluate
the improvements in a realistic—cloud—setting. We conduct a
large-scale experiment where we observe 6,600 Internet paths.
The results show that CRONets improve the throughput for
78% of the default Internet paths with a median and average
improvement factors of 1.67 and 3.27 times respectively, at a tenth
of the cost of leasing private lines of comparable performance.
We also performed a longitudinal measurement, and demonstrate
that the performance gains are consistent over time with only a
small number of overlay nodes needed to be deployed. However,
given the size and dynamic nature of the Internet routing system
(e.g., due to congestion and failures), selecting the proper path
is still a challenging problem. To address it, we propose a
novel solution based on the newly-introduced MPTCP extensions.
Our experiments show that MPTCP can achieve the maximum
observed throughput across the different overlay paths.

Remote users: VPNs let remote users securely connect to
a corporate or home network and maintain access to private
applications and data. The quality of such access directly
impacts how productive a remote user can be. Therefore, by
improving network performance, overlay networks can boost
the productivity of the growing mobile workforce.
In this paper, we propose cloud-routed overlay networks
(CRONets), a new approach for end users to reap the beneﬁts
of overlay networking in a proactive fashion, without explicit
support from ISPs. With CRONets, users (e.g., startups) build
their own overlay networks by renting virtual nodes from
cloud service providers. CRONets leverage four key trends
about cloud providers (e.g., IBM Softlayer and Amazon EC2).
First, cloud providers continue to expand their global footprint.
IBM Softlayer, for example, has more than 40 geographic
locations [9]. Second, the provider’s cloud data centers are
connected by a well-provisioned private network. Third, each
cloud data center is aggressively peered with a diverse set of
ISPs at Internet exchange points (IXPs). This leads to path
diversity from and to most endpoints. Finally, cloud providers
allow users to rent and control virtual servers with 100 Mbps
virtual NIC from any of those locations starting at about $20
per month.
To the best of our knowledge, cloud-routed overlay networks have never been studied before; little known is about
their performance characteristics. Although previous studies
(e.g., [4]) have demonstrated the beneﬁts of overlay networks,
the studies were conducted more than a decade ago, and most
of the overlay nodes were on high-speed experimental academic backbones (e.g., Abilene, Geant). The studies showed
that these high-speed experimental academic networks present
opportunities for path improvement. However, existing studies
have not established available opportunities in the public
Internet. On one hand, recent technologies such as MultiPath TCP (MPTCP) [12] focus on the last mile, suggesting
that network bottlenecks occur on the edge of the Internet.
If that is the case, overlay networks would not be able to
provide signiﬁcant network improvements. On the other hand,
studies on Internet bottlenecks suggest that congestions occur
in the Internet core, and overlay solutions should therefore
help: for example, in 2003, Akella et al. [2] conducted an
empirical evaluation of Wide-Area Internet bottlenecks, and
found that although performance limitations in the current
Internet are often thought to lie at the edges of the network,
half of the bottlenecks were actually in the Internet core.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the current interdomain routing system, autonomous
systems (ASes) select paths mainly based on their business
agreements with other service providers, without taking into
account speciﬁc performance metrics (e.g., delay, loss, jitter,
available bandwidth). This behavior often results in poor
performance for the end users. To overcome these problems,
researchers have proposed overlay networks, where trafﬁc
can be tunneled through intermediate nodes deployed at key
access and Internet exchange points to bypass ASes experiencing congestions, failures, or attack [28], [4], [27]. However,
despite these efforts, few commercial overlay networks are
available, except for costly solutions [32] that are offered
by content delivery network (CDN) providers to large webcentric companies. As a result, users (including enterprises of
all sizes) cannot readily take advantage of the overlay network
solutions to improve their network performance. In particular,
we describe two motivating scenarios where such performance
boosts are important.
Connectivity between ofﬁce branches: It is common that enterprises and government agencies consist of multiple branches
across different geographic locations. They often lease private
network lines between the branch ofﬁces to guarantee certain
network performance. At the same time, each line typically
costs thousands of dollars per month. Given the considerably
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The authors further argue that as access links of stub ASes
were upgraded, the ratio of bottlenecks happening in the
Internet core were likely to increase. Much more recently,
in 2014, Kang and Gligor [20] revealed that the Internet is
extremely vulnerable to routing bottlenecks (because of Interdomain routing policy, hot-potato routing policy, and Internal
AS router-level topology) and showed that most bottlenecks
links are within or connecting Tier-1 ASes.
This paper therefore focuses on two particular questions.
First, can CRONets provide similar improvements to previous
experimental studies, but in a realistic—cloud—setting (e.g., in
the face of congestion, failures, etc.)? Second, how to choose
and place overlays (at scale) or can emerging technologies
like MPTCP simplify the selection and overlay placement
problems?
Towards answering these questions, we have built a CRONet
and have conducted a measurement study in the last twelve
months, using seven data centers from IBM Softlayer [1], and
hundreds of PlanetLab nodes, with network paths across ﬁve
continents (North America, Europe, Asia, South America, and
Australia). The main results are summarized as follows.

for most scenarios given the path diversity on the Internet.
Indeed, our analysis show that cloud routed overlay is capable
of creating alternative paths that are substantially different
from the default paths: half of the overlay paths created in
our experiment contain 57% or less of the routers from the
corresponding default paths, and 20% contain only 44% or
less.
• We performed a longitudinal measurement, focusing on, and
continuously observing, a subset of 30 Internet paths over
an entire week period. The results show that 90% of the 30
observed Internet paths get signiﬁcant improvements across
the measurement period, with an average improvement ratio
of 8.39, and a median improvement ratio of 7.58. In summary,
the performance gains are consistent over time. In addition,
the study revealed that only a small number of overlay nodes
needs to be deployed, with one to two overlay nodes being
able to provide most of the beneﬁts.
• We propose a new automated path selection algorithm—
based on the recent Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) technology [12]—for the sender to decide which path(s) to send
trafﬁc. Taking advantage of the MPTCP congestion control
algorithm design objectives [33], the proposed solution guarantees that the obtained throughput equals that of a singlepath TCP connection on the best available path. We conducted
experiments both in a controlled testbed, and in the Internet
to validate it. The results show that MPTCP can achieve the
maximum observed throughput across the overlay paths.

• We conducted a prevalence measurement, consisting of
real-life Internet servers and Planetlab-hosted clients. In a
previous study [6], Banerjee et al. stressed that when the
source and destination of an end to end measurement belongs
to an academic network (e.g., Geant, Abilene), the properties
may not be representative of the paths in the Global Internet.
However, for “mixed” measurements where the paths traverse
some commercial ASes, the results were similar to those where
all nodes are all off academic networks. In order to have a large
coverage, we use PlanetLab nodes as the clients. However, the
servers are in the public commercial Internet, and traceroute
traces conﬁrm that the trafﬁc traverses commercial ASes. As
such, although we rely on PlanetLab nodes, the measurements
do not suffer from the bias of previous studies where source,
destination, and overlay nodes were all in academic networks.
We thus observed more than 6,600 paths, and analyzed
whether tunneling to virtual overlay nodes deployed on a
cloud service provider can improve their performance. This
is the ﬁrst study of this scale: the number of observed paths
is one order of magnitude larger than previous studies. Our
results show that 78% of the default Internet paths have
a lower throughput than at least one overlay path between
the same two endpoints, and with an average and a median
improvement factor of 3.27 and 1.67 times, respectively. A
cloud-based overlay network can also reduce packet loss and
the average RTT for more than half of the observed paths.
Moreover, default Internet paths with lower performance tend
to get greater improvement through the overlay, making the
overlay solution particularly useful. Further analysis indicates
that a cloud routed overlay path has a high likelihood of
increasing the throughput as long as it reduces the packet
loss rate and RTT of the default paths simultaneously, by
only 12.1% and 10.5% respectively. This result is encouraging
because such low reduction thresholds are likely to be met

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our methodology. Sections 3 and 4 quantify the
performance gains of the sampled overlay paths and analyze
how the gains persisted over time. A variety of analyses
aiming to identify the key factors for the performance gains are
presented in Section 5, followed by a study of using MPTCP
to auto-extract the performance gains from a set of overlay
paths in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related works. Finally,
we offer concluding remarks in Section 8.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
Conceptually, CRONets are overlays built from virtual
compute nodes provisioned from global cloud providers. As
mentioned earlier, CRONets rely on the connectivity provided
by cloud data centers to bypass problematic autonomous
systems. Realistically, we know relatively little about the
network infrastructures of cloud service providers (i.e., how
their data centers are connected to each other and to the
external world). Therefore, we have chosen a predominantly
blackbox approach in measuring the potential performance
gains from using cloud-routed overlay paths. Our goal is to
improve the performance of TCP applications across three
metrics: (i) throughput, (ii) packet loss, and (iii) packet delay.
We rented virtual Linux servers as overlay nodes from
Softlayer in several of its 40 data-centers. Each server runs
Ubuntu 12.04, and is provisioned with a single core (2.0
GHz), a 100 Mbps network, and 4GB RAM. To act as an
overlay node, a virtual server establishes a tunnel (GRE or
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the experimental setup with a web server in Portland, overlay
servers at San Jose, Dallas, WashingtonDC, and a client in
New York.
For each pair of sender and receiver (A, B), we measure the
TCP throughput of the ﬁle download for the following four
different path types:
Direct: We ﬁrst measure the characteristics of the direct path
A → B. This measurement represents the performance of the
default path as selected by the current Internet routing system.
The other paths are all through an overlay node (denoted by
O) that we have set up in the cloud.
Discrete overlay: The discrete measurement analyzes each
segment A → O, and O → B, separately. This measurement
does not take into account the overhead of the tunnels, and
the processing overhead at the overlay node. The minimum of
the two segments’ throughputs can serve as an upper bound
of the achievable throughput through the overlay path.

Fig. 1: Real-life web server experimental setup example with
a web server in Portland, overlay servers at San Jose, Dallas,
WashingtonDC, and a client in New York.
IPsec) with one endpoint and runs a NAT through the Linux
IP Masquerade feature. The NAT allows the return trafﬁc from
the other endpoint to also traverse the overlay node, without
having to establish any tunnel with that other endpoint.
The measurements were carried out across two stages. First,
we performed a series of large-scale ﬁle download experiments
leveraging PlanetLab nodes (PlanetLab is a global research
network with 1343 nodes at 649 sites), and downloading a
large ﬁle from real-life web servers. Second, we performed a
similar large scale experiment, however this time the ﬁle was
downloaded from servers that we control. For both stages of
measurements, we found that a 100 Mbps network capacity is
high enough to not become a bottleneck for overlay paths. For
this work, we focus on one-hop overlay paths which means
each overlay path traverses through exactly one overlay server.

Overlay: We measure the characteristics of the path A →
O → B, where O decapsulates/encapsulates the packets,
modiﬁes the source/destination IP addresses as a NAT, and forwards the packets. This tunnel overlay measurement represents
the actual overlay performance over the path A → O → B.
Split-Overlay: Some of the paths are transcontinental paths,
where the round trip time (RTT) is likely to be large and
potentially limit the TCP performance. We thus hypothesize
that running a split-overlay proxy [3], [5] at the overlay
node may further improve the performance. Our insight is
based on the following observation of TCP congestion control
algorithm: Mathis et al. developed a simple model for the
average bandwidth delivered by TCP for sufﬁciently long
network ﬂows [23]:
M SS 1
(1)
BW ≈
√ ,
RT T p
where p is the probability that a packet is dropped. The
equation highlights that the throughput over an overlay path
A → O → B is not the minimum of the throughputs over
the segments A → O, and O → B. Instead, when the two
segments have similar RTT, the RTT of the overlay path
A → O → B doubles, and the throughput consequently gets
halved. To test this hypothesis, we measure the characteristics
of the path A → O → B, where the overlay node acts
as a split-Overlay, and breaks the TCP connection into two
segments. This mode is applicable only when the end points
do not enforce IPsec, but the TCP headers are in clear text.

A. Real-Life Web Server Experiment Setup
To measure the performance gain for users with a large
range of geographical location distribution, we performed
measurement involving over 100 PlanetLab nodes (48 in
Europe, 45 in America, 14 in Asia, and 3 in Australia). Each
PlanetLab node can be representative of a remote user, or a
branch ofﬁce. Each PlanetLab node downloads a 100 MB ﬁle
from an “Eclipse” mirror server [13]. As an effort to provide
high-speed downloading to users all over the world, Eclipse
hosts mirror servers in many different locations. On the Eclipse
download webpage, one server is automatically recommended
based on the user’s location, and the other servers can be
manually selected to download from as well. We intentionally
select 10 servers from the list to cover a wide geographical
range, with locations in Canada, USA, Germany, Switzerland,
Japan, Korea and China. To build the overlay network, we
rented virtual compute nodes at ﬁve data center locations:
Washington DC, San Jose, Dallas, Amsterdam, and Tokyo.
Thus, we sample a total of 6,600 Internet paths (including
one direct, and 5 overlay paths for each pair of Internet
endpoints) in this experiment. Figure 1 shows an example of

B. Controlled Servers Experiment Setup
To understand the reasons behind the improvements, we
then host the TCP sender on one of the virtual servers1 . This
allows us to capture packets, and run different tools (e.g.,
Traceroute) on the TCP sender. As such, we repeated the above
experiments with 50 PlanetLab nodes (26 in North and South
1 PlanetLab nodes are not suitable to be TCP senders for our purpose
because PlanetLab nodes have a daily outbound trafﬁc limit. After a node
sends more network trafﬁc than its limit, its outbound throughput is capped,
which affects the measurement results.
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America, 18 in Europe, 5 in Asia, and 1 in Australia), and for
each PlanetLab node (e.g., planetlab-3.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu), we
have ﬁve candidate TCP senders, i.e., the virtual servers we
have rented at Washington DC, San Jose, Dallas, Amsterdam
and Tokyo. When one virtual server acts as a TCP sender (e.g.,
San Jose), the other four virtual servers (e.g., Washington DC,
Dallas, Amsterdam and Tokyo) act as overlay nodes. Thus, we
sample a total of 1250 pairs of Internet end points (including
one direct, and 4 overlay paths) in this experiment.
By controlling both sender and receiver of each path, we
are able to collect much richer data, that include not only
throughput result, but also packet loss rate and round trip
time (RTT). The latter two metrics can be as important as
throughput for many applications such as video conferencing,
and online gaming.
As such, for each pair of sender and receiver (A, B), we
measure the TCP throughput of a 30-second data transfer,
the TCP retransmission rate, and the RTT. The throughput
is measured through iperf, and the retransmission rate and
average RTT are derived using tstat [24]. Additionally, we
collect traceroute data for all the paths.
We have also examined the possibility of collecting the path
capacity and available bandwidth estimates using several of
the existing tools [31], [19], [14], [15], [11]. However, we
found from lab experiments that the capacity and bandwidth
estimates are not reliable for paths with high bandwidth links
and large RTTs as reported by prior work [15], [11]. An
additional difﬁculty stems from the fact that the cloud nodes
are virtual machines subject to software-based rate limiting,
which may also signiﬁcantly impact the accuracy of the
estimation made by the tools.
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Fig. 2: CDF on the throughput improvement ratios of plain
overlay and overlay with split TCP over the corresponding
direct paths.

This section presents the results of the PlanetLab and
controlled servers measurements.

We next repeat the experiment but with a split-overlay proxy
running at the overlay node. We again consider the ratio of
the maximum throughput achieved by the ﬁve overlay paths
to the throughput of the direct path, and the result is shown in
Figure 2 by the dashed red line. We observe that, with splitoverlay the overlay tunnel improves the throughput between
78% of the source and destination pairs compared to the direct
path. The average and median improvement factors are 3.27
and 1.67 respectively. 67% of the source and destination pairs
have at least 25% throughput improvement. Compared to the
improvement achieved by plain tunnels, the additional gain
from using split-overlay is substantial for a large fraction of
Internet paths. These results highlight the effectiveness of splitoverlay in reducing the perceived RTT of the end-to-end path
and subsequently leading to better TCP congestion control
behavior.

A. Real-Life Web Servers Measurements

B. Controlled Servers Measurement

In this subsection, we present the measurement results from
our latest real-life web server experiments, collected during
January 20-27, 2015 and May 5-12, 2015.
The measurement results are depicted in Figure 2. We ﬁrst
quantify the throughput gain of using an overlay path. For
each pair of source and destination nodes, we compare the
maximum throughput achieved by the ﬁve overlay paths with
the throughput of the direct path. The solid blue curve in
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the ratio of the two throughputs. A point (x, y) indicates
that for y% of the observed source and destination pairs,
the overlay path offers a throughput improvement ratio no
bigger than x. Note that the X-axis represents the improvement
ratio in logarithmic scale. We see that for 49% of the source
and destination pairs, the improvement ratio is greater than
1, meaning that the throughput between those node pairs
is improved by using the overlay network, with an average
improvement factor of 1.29.

In order to better understand the performance gain via
cloud-based overlay network, we repeat the measurement
experiments using one of the overlay servers as the TCP
sender. We present the measurement results in Figure 3. The
black solid curve with circle markers represents the CDF
for plain overlay paths. The blue solid curve with triangular
markers represents the CDF for split-overlay paths. The curves
are labeled with “Cloud Provider” to emphasize that the TCP
sender is hosted on a virtual machine in the cloud provider.
We see that for 45% of the source and destination pairs,
the improvement ratio is greater than 1, meaning that the
throughput between those node pairs is improved by using
the overlay network, with an average improvement factor of
6.53. Interestingly, we observe that some paths get as high as
over 400 times improvement. We discuss those paths in details
in Section IV.
We observe that split-overlay improves the throughput between 74% of the source and destination pairs compared to the
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Fig. 3: CDF on the throughput improvement ratios of plain
overlay, split-overlay and discrete overlay, over the corresponding direct paths.

Fig. 4: CDF on the TCP retransmission rates of the direct
paths and of the overlay paths. The overlay paths reduce the
median TCP retransmission rates by an order of magnitude.

direct path. The average and median improvement factors are
9.26, and 1.66, respectively. 59% of the source and destination
pairs have at least 25% throughput improvement.
The measurement results from Section III-A are also plotted
in Figure 3 for comparison purpose. The curves are labeled
with “Internet” to emphasize that for those cases, the TCP
sender was a public web server on the Internet. We notice
that both plain overlay and split-overlay paths have similar
performance in the two sets of measurements. This result suggested that using cloud provider as source does not introduce
signiﬁcant bias, and we can use the captured packets and
traceroute to analyze the reasons behind the results.
Finally, we seek to understand the optimality of the splitoverlay results. While we have demonstrated that split-overlay
can effectively cut the perceived RTT, a potential concern is
that split-overlay may introduce additional processing delay
due to the proxy behavior. We thus compare the split TCPthroughput to that of the discrete overlay. Recall that the
throughput of the discrete overlay may be considered as the
upper bound of the end-to-end tunnel throughput (Section II).
The result of the discrete overlay measurement is shown
in Figure 3 by the dotted red line. We see that, for 76%
of the source and destination pairs, the use of overlay can
potentially improve the throughput between them, as modeled
by the discrete measurement result. For those node pairs, the
theoretical average and median improvement factors are 8.14,
and 1.74, respectively. Overall, the results are very close to
those of the split-overlay tunnels. Thus, we can conclude that
the processing at the proxy does not impact the performance
improvements.
1) Packet Loss Reduction: To infer the packet loss rates, we
use tstat [24] and extract the ratio of number of retransmitted
bytes, over the total number of bytes sent in the TCP payloads.
Although TCP retransmissions may not exactly correspond to
packet losses, TCP retransmissions are the main cause for TCP
congestion window size reduction, and poor TCP performance.

Figure 4 represents the CDF on the number of retransmissions
experienced by the TCP transfers over the direct paths (red
dotted line) and over the tunnel overlay paths (solid blue line).
Recall that for each source and destination node pair, four
overlay nodes may be used to set up tunnels. The numbers
reported here represent the lowest TCP retransmission rates
across the four tunnels for each node pair. A point (x, y)
indicates that y% of the TCP transfers experience a TCP
retransmission rate no bigger than x. The X-axis is in logarithmic scale, and a value of 0.01 means that 1 out of 100 TCP
segments is retransmitted. We observe that the median TCP
retransmission rate experienced over the direct Internet paths
is 2.69 × 10−2 %, whereas that over the tunnel overlay paths is
1.66 × 10−3 %. The overlay network reduces the median TCP
retransmission rates by an order of magnitude.
2) Packet Round Trip Time Reduction: We also analyzed
the potential reduction in network delay that a cloud-based
overlay network can offer. We compute the average packet
round trip time (RTT) through tstat, by measuring the time
elapsed between the TCP data segments and their corresponding ACK [24]. As such, we capture not only the propagation
delay, but also the queuing delay caused by congestion.
Although the RTT ﬂuctuates over time, rather than considering the minimum or maximum RTT, similarly to previous
studies which analyzed TCP performance [23], we consider
the average RTT. For each source and destination pairs, we
consider the average RTT of the minimum-RTT tunnel of all
the four tunnel paths, and also the average RTT of the direct
path. Figure 5 plots the CDF on the ratio of the minimum
average RTT of tunnel overlay paths to average RTT of the
direct paths. The X-axis is in logarithmic scale. We observe
that for 52% of the source and destination pairs, using the
overlay tunnel can actually reduce the average RTT between
them. In addition, our results have also shown that overlay is
more likely to reduce RTT for direct paths with higher RTTs.
In particular, use of overlay reduces average RTT for 68% of
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Section III demonstrated that a cloud-based overlay network
can bring signiﬁcant performance gains. In this section, we
aim to answer two questions: First, will the performance gains
be consistent over time, and attainable for a large number of
end users? Second, how many overlay servers are needed?
To answer these questions, we conduct a longitudinal study
where we focus on the 30 direct Internet paths with the
highest throughput improvements with a split-TCP at the
overlay nodes, as measured in Section III-B. We sampled
the direct paths’ throughput and corresponding split-overlay
overlay throughputs 50 times, at an interval of 3-hour over a
7-day period.
Figure 6 depicts the results of the measurement. The Xaxis represents the path index: path index 1 corresponds to
the Internet path with the largest improvement as measured in
Section III-B; path index 2 corresponds to the Internet path
with the second largest improvement, etc. For each path, the
left bar represents the average throughput of the direct Internet
path over the new measurement period. For the right bar, we
measure the maximum observed throughput across the four
overlay paths and plot the average of the maximum observed
throughputs over the same period. The error bar represents the
standard deviation. First, with the exception of path indexes
1, 2 and 4, all direct Internet paths consistently obtain a larger
average throughput through the overlay network, throughput
the one-week period. In other words, 90% of the 30 selected
Internet paths get signiﬁcant improvements across the measurement period, with an average improvement ratio of 8.39,

Fig. 7: Minimum number of required overlay nodes for each
Internet path to obtain the largest throughput across the
measurement periods.
and a median improvement ratio of 7.58. We look more closely
at paths indexes 1, 2, 3 and 4, and all of them have the
same destination. In the previous measurement (Section III-B),
those paths experienced the largest improvements. However,
we observe that the throughputs of path indexes 1, 2, and 4, are
now very close to the maximum achievable value of 80 mbps.
This explains the reason the overlay network cannot further
increase the throughput. We speculate that an intermediate ISP,
common to path indexes 1, 2, and 4, was experiencing transient
events during the time of the previous measurement. This case
highlights the beneﬁt of an overlay network to route around
AS(es) with congestion or failure. Second, we observe that
for majority of the 30 selected paths the standard deviation
values are small, which indicates that the performance gains
are consistent over time.
Next, we seek to understand how many overlay nodes
are needed. Figure 7 illustrates the minimum number of
required overlay nodes for each Internet path to obtain the
largest throughput across all the observed paths throughout the
measurement period. We note that 70% of the 30 selected paths
requires only one or two overlay nodes: for example, with only
two overlay nodes (O1 , O2 ), path index 2 is able to obtain the
largest throughput across the measurement period. For some
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Number of
Overlay Nodes
1
2
3
4

Mean of
Ave. Improvement
Factors
8.19
8.36
8.38
8.39

capture the path diversity, we deﬁne the diversity score of a
given overlay path as follows:

Median of
Ave. Improvement
Factors
7.51
7.58
7.58
7.58

# of common routers
total # of routers in direct path
where “common routers” refer to the ones that appear on both
the overlay path and the corresponding direct path. The routers
on each path are identiﬁed from the traceroute output, which
is part of the data-set collected from the Planetlab experiment
with controlled servers.
It is easy to observe that the diversity score ranges between
0 and 1. Figure 8 plots the CDFs of diversity scores for all
overlay paths, as well as for only those that achieve speciﬁc
throughput improvement ratios. We make two observations.
First, most overlay paths are substantially different from the
direct paths: 60% have a diversity score of 0.38 or higher, and
25% have a score of 0.55 or higher. Second, overlay paths
achieving higher throughput improvement tend to have higher
diversity scores as well. For example, among the overlay paths
achieving an improvement ratio of 1.25 or higher, 70% have
a diversity score of 0.4 or higher, compared to 64%, 56% and
45% having the same score among overlay paths achieving an
improvement ratio between 1 and 1.25, between 0.5 and 1,
and below 0.5, respectively. An intuitive explanation is that,
the more different an overlay path is from the direct path, the
more likely that it can bypass some or all bottleneck routers
on the direct path.
We have further studied the location of the routers that
appear on both overlay and direct paths. For this purpose,
we divide each direct path into three equal length segments.
We ﬁnd that the majority (87% averaged across all paths) of
those common routers are in the two segments containing the
end points, and only a small fraction (13%) are in the middle
segment. This result shows that, the use of overlay can create
alternative paths that are signiﬁcantly different from the direct
paths in the middle section. This observation conﬁrms the
effectiveness of the overlay in bypassing potential bottleneck
routers in the network core. As prior works (e.g., [2], [20])
have pointed out, most performance bottlenecks are indeed in
the Internet core, making our cloud-routed overlay solution
particularly appealing.
diversity score = 1 −

TABLE I: Overlay Node Number vs Mean and Median of Ave.
Improvement Factors
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Fig. 8: Overlay paths achieving higher throughput improvement tend to have higher diversity scores.
parts of the measurement period, the overlay path through O1
provides the largest throughput, while for the rest time, the
overlay path through through O2 offers the best performance.
We then vary the number of considered overlay nodes from
1 to 4 choosing for each path its set of overlay nodes that
provides the highest average throughput, and compute the
mean of the average improvement factors across the observed
30 Internet paths. The results, summarized in Table I, highlight
that a small number of overlay nodes needs to be deployed;
and only one to two overlay nodes can provide most of the
beneﬁts.
Another key question to answer is what locations should
customers of overlay network deploy the overlay nodes at.
We discuss more about this issue in Section VI.
V. U NDERSTANDING THE G AINS

B. What Types of Paths Are More Likely To See Improvement?

To understand the key factors behind the observed performance gains, we have performed a series of analyses on the
data collected from the Planetlab experiment with controlled
servers (Sec. III-B). The results are reported in this section.
Our focus is on throughput gains as most TCP applications
will beneﬁt from an increased throughput.

While CRONets is capable of achieving substantial path
diversity, in our Planetlab experiments the level of throughput
improvement achieved for different communication end points
varies signiﬁcantly, as shown in Figure 3. In this subsection,
we seek to understand where this difference comes from
and what kind of Internet paths may beneﬁt the most from
CRONets. Speciﬁcally, we want to understand how the various
attributes (e.g., hop counts, RTT, loss rate) of a path may affect
the level of throughput improvement it can potentially get from
the use of overlay.
We ﬁrst perform a router-level hop count analysis. Surprisingly, we found that, 96% of the overlay paths with throughput
improved by more than 25% have a longer hop count than that

A. How Much Path Diversity Can an Overlay Create?
The basic motivation for using overlays is to create alternative paths that bypass performance bottlenecks in the direct
paths. Naturally, the effectiveness of those alternative paths is
dependent on how “different” they are from the direct paths.
In the extreme case, if an overlay path contains all the routers
from the direct path, then it will not bypass any bottleneck
and thus will not be able to improve performance at all. To
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the direct paths with loss rate 0.25% or higher. Second, the
throughput improvement ratio is greater for bins with larger
RTT values. In particular, the median throughput is more
than doubled for paths with RTT of 140ms or higher, and
more than tripled for paths with RTT of 280ms or higher.
The same trend also applies to loss rate when it is non-zero.
For paths with zero loss, however, we observed an interesting
polarity: paths either do not get improved by using overlay
at all, or they improve signiﬁcantly as evidenced by the high
median improvement factor. Further investigation on the zeroloss paths with signiﬁcant throughput improvement show that
most of those paths have large RTTs, and the improvement is
due to the RTT reduction achieved by the overlay.
Given these observations, it is clear that paths with higher
RTT and/or packet loss rate are more likely to get throughput
improvement when the overlay network is used, and the
improvement ratio is also typically higher for those paths. We
believe this makes the overlay network particularly useful, as
paths with high RTT/loss rate typically have small throughput
and thus would beneﬁt the most from the improvement. To
validate our intuition, we plot Figure 11. Each point represents
a pair of source and destination nodes; the X axis plots the
original throughput of the direct path, and the Y axis plots
the maximum throughput increase ratio achieved by the best
T
−Tdirect
, where
overlay path. The ratio is deﬁned as overlay
Tdirect
Toverlay is the best throughput achieved by the overlay path
and Tdirect is the throughput of the direct path. The ﬁgure
shows that direct paths with lower throughput are more likely
to get improvement, and the level of improvement is also
higher. In particular, almost all direct paths with throughput
less than 10 Mbps would be improved with the overlay, and
the majority of them would see an improvement ratio higher
than one, meaning that the overlay would more than doubled
their throughput.
Finally, we have used the C4.5 algorithm (one of the
most popular classiﬁcation algorithms [26]) to quantitatively
characterize how the combined changes in packet loss and RTT
may impact throughput gain. The results indicate that, when
an overlay path decreases both the RTT and the loss rate, by at
least 10.5% and 12.1%, respectively, it has a high likelihood
to increase the throughput. This result is encouraging because
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Fig. 11: Paths with smaller throughput get more improvement
by using overlay.
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Fig. 9: Paths with higher RTTs are more likely to get throughput improvement by overlay.

Median Throughput Improvement Ratio

15

[0.005,
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Fig. 10: Paths with higher packet loss are more likely to be
improved; but even paths with 0 loss can often be improved.
of the corresponding direct paths, and 45% of those paths have
a hop count that is 1.5 times or more than the direct paths.
We have also examined the AS level hop counts for a subset
of the paths, and the same trend seems to hold.
We then turn our attention to the packet loss and RTT
characteristics of the direct paths and seek to understand how
they may affect the throughput gain. Figure 9 categorizes all
direct paths based on their RTT values, using the ﬁve RTT
bins as shown (x-axis). The width of a bar represents the
number of paths whose RTT values fall into the corresponding
bin, and the height of a bar represents the median throughput
improvement ratio for all those paths when the overlay network is used. The error bar represents the median absolute
deviation. The shade (pink part) within each bar represents the
fraction of paths that get positive improvement (i.e., having
an improvement ratio greater than one), and this fraction is
represented by the fraction of the bar that the shade covers.
Figure 10 is a similar ﬁgure, but instead, it is based on packet
loss rate. We make the following observations. First, for most
RTT bins (except for the one of less than 70ms), and for all
loss rate bins, the use of the overlay improves throughput of
the majority of the paths. The fraction of improved paths
is higher for bins of higher RTT or loss rate values. In
particular, use of overlay improves more than 84% of the direct
paths with RTT of 140ms or higher, and more than 86% of
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such low reduction thresholds are likely to be met for most
scenarios involving a direct path with inadequate performance,
particularly given our ﬁndings that cloud routed overlay is
capable of creating substantially different paths as shown in
Section V-A. While we omit the classiﬁcation details here
due to lack of space, readers are referred to the Technical
Report [7] to see the full analysis.
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VI. A DAPTING TO NETWORK DYNAMICS
Previous sections have demonstrated the potential beneﬁts
of a cloud-routed overlay network. To deploy and beneﬁt
from it, end-users need to address an additional key question:
Given the dynamic nature of Internet paths, how to determine
the best path to use? To address this question, researchers
have traditionally developed algorithms to verify if a path
is alive, and evaluate the quality of potential paths. Those
algorithms typically rely on active probing, and therefore
introduce overhead. In this section, we instead propose a novel
solution, based on the newly-introduced MPTCP extensions,
to automatically select the best path(s). The solution only
requires the support of MPTCP at the end points; therefore,
it is applicable to the connectivity between branch ofﬁces,
and the connectivity between remote users and their corporate
ofﬁce. Section VI-A describes the proposed solution, and
Section VI-B presents the conducted validation experiments.
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Fig. 12: MPTCP versus Direct, plain overlay and split-Overlay,
using OLIA as the congestion control
At the same time, the MPTCP congestion control algorithm
is designed not to take up more capacity on its different paths
than if it were a single-path TCP connection using only one
of these paths. This is to ensure that MPTCP will not degrade
the performance of applications that use single-path TCP at
shared bottlenecks. If one of the paths fails, MPTCP detects
it and falls backs to using the remaining paths. MPTCP takes
advantage of path diversity, and guarantees a throughput equal
to that of a single-path TCP connection on the best available
path.
We exploit these capabilities of MPTCP by creating proxies
at the sites to be connected. Each MPTCP proxy has access
to N + 1 paths, where N is the number of overlay nodes.
One of these paths goes directly to the other proxy, while the
other paths are reﬂected off the overlay nodes. If the default
Internet path fails, the two proxies can still continue their
connections through the overlay paths. This solution should
incur minimal overhead as there is no separate need to probe
the different paths and discover the available bandwidth on
each of them. Instead, the MPTCP congestion control will
infer this information based on the received ACKs for every
sent data segment.

A. Path selection through MPTCP
MPTCP is a new set of TCP extensions that allow two
hosts to concurrently use multiple paths between them to
improve the overall throughput and reliability [12]. MPTCP
is supported by major operating systems including Linux, Android, and iOS. The basic approach in using MPTCP is to run
MPTCP proxies [10], (e.g., at each branch ofﬁce or within the
remote users’ VPN software) and map the end user originated
TCP connections into MPTCP connections. Data packets are
tunneled over an MPTCP connection between the MPTCP
proxies, and then mapped back to the TCP connections at the
egress MPTCP proxy. These MPTCP proxies would support
robust communications in the presence of network failures,
and adapt to network dynamics, transparently to end users
and applications, and with minimal network overhead.
A MPTCP connection set up begins similarly to that of a
TCP connection, with a TCP SYN, but the TCP SYN includes
a new option, MP CAPABLE, for the end point to advertise
its support of MPTCP. Once successfully established, this
connection can be used to transfer data. Through TCP options,
each endpoint can optionally advertise additional network
addresses. Then, additional MPTCP subﬂows can be created,
and combined to the existing MPTCP connection, to appear
as a single connection to the user applications. Also, MPTCP
includes connection-level sequence numbers to allow the end
points to reassemble the segments arriving on the different
subﬂows, and potentially out-of-order or duplicated. MPTCP
has its own congestion control algorithm [33], which ensures
that the total MPTCP throughput is at least as high as that
of a single-path TCP connection on the best available path.

B. Validation
In this section, we present the validation experiments to
verify that MPTCP can be used to automatically select the
best performance path.
Setup. We deploy 9 virtual servers across USA, Europe and
Asia. We select a pair of servers to act as MPTCP proxies, and
use the other 7 servers as overlay servers. A pair of MPTCP
proxies therefore has 8 paths (1 direct path, and 7 overlay
paths) between them. We then compare the single-path TCP
throughput via the direct path with the MPTCP throughput
between MPTCP proxies. We measure the throughput for 1
minute using iperf. We repeat the measurement for 5 iterations
with a 6-hour interval between iterations. For MPTCP, we
conﬁgure the congestion control to OLIA [22].
Results. We measure 72 Internet paths among the 9 servers
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and focus on the 15 Internet paths where the throughput over
the direct path presents the lowest values. For each of these
paths, we perform four measurements. Figure 12 compares
the results for four conﬁgurations: (i) the throughput over the
direct path, (ii) the maximum observed throughput through
the overlay network, (iii) the maximum observed throughput
through the overlay network where each overlay node also
acts as a split-Overlay proxy, and (iv) the throughput when
using MPTCP. We observe that MPTCP can achieve the
maximum throughput of the overlay network reliably with
small variation for a majority of the paths. These results
alleviate the need to correctly identify the best performing
overlay node(s) (Section IV). As long as the best performing
overlay node(s) belong to the set of overlay nodes, MPTCP
will provide the maximum throughput across all the paths. For
some instances (e.g., path index 1, 2, 3, 4), we observe that the
MPTCP throughput is lower than the expected result. However,
for other instances (e.g., path index 5, 6, 7), we observe the
opposite. As such, we speculate the Internet variations (i.e.,
available bandwidth in the Internet may vary over time) to be
responsible for those differences, but further investigation will
be required to identify the causes.
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Fig. 13: MPTCP versus Direct, plain overlay and split-overlay
using Cubic as the congestion control.
overlay nodes to deploy. This paper focused on the feasibility
of a cloud-based overlay network, and we will address the
above challenge in future work.
B. One-hop Overlay Paths versus Multi-hop Overlay Paths
For simplicity, we focused on one-hop overlay paths, and
showed that splitting TCP connections at the overlay node can
signiﬁcantly improve the performance. Can multi-hop overlay
paths provide further performance, and if so, how many times
and where should we split the TCP connections? We plan to
conduct further experiments to address these questions.

C. Congestion Control
The rationale behind the MPTCP congestion control [33]
is not to degrade the performance of applications that use
single-path TCP at shared bottlenecks. As a result, MPTCP
congestion control is designed to achieve a throughput not
higher than that of a single-path TCP connection on the best
available path. However, preliminary users of CRONets have
questioned this restriction in the speciﬁc context of overlay
networks: because users of CRONets rent the overlay nodes
and their associated bandwidth (e.g., the network connectivity
of the overlay nodes can be upgraded to 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps at
additional cost), those users have questionned why not letting
each MPTCP subﬂow run independently, and the total MPTCP
throughput be the sum of the throughputs on the different
paths. Figure 13 represents the results when we modify the
congestion control to Cubic [18]. We observe that MPTCP
consistently achieves a throughput close to 100 Mbps, which
is the limit of the NIC cards at the endpoints.

C. Overlay Servers With Higher Network Bandwidths
In our evaluation we deployed CRONets using servers with
100Mbps network. We observed in many cases CRONets is
able to achieve high throughput and saturate the 100Mbps. In
future work, we will evaluate the performance of CRONets
with overlay nodes with higher network bandwidths (e.g.,
1Gbps, 10 Gbps).
D. Cost Comparison
We will conduct a detailed cost analysis for deploying an
cloud-routed overlay network, taking into the different options
including the type of server (i.e., virtual versus bare metal), the
amount of trafﬁc volume (e.g., 1000 GB, 5000 GB, 10000 GB,
20000 GB, unlimited), and the port speeds (e.g., 100 Mbps,
1 Gbps, 10 Gbps); and we will compare the costs with other
solutions (e.g., private leased lines).

VII. F UTURE WORK
To implement and deploy a cloud routed overlay network,
several challenges need to be overcome. We identify and
discuss some of them in this section.

VIII. R ELATED

A. Overlay nodes selection

WORK

The Detour framework [8], [28] ﬁrst showed that a large
fraction of Internet paths could get improved performance
through indirect routing [29]. A number of proposals then ensued. For example, Andersen et al. proposed Resilient Overlay
Networks (RON) [4]: Through a wide-area deployment, RON
was shown to improve the loss rate, latency or throughput of
data transfers. Miyao proposed an overlay architecture to accelerate content delivery between data centers [25]. Akamai’s
commercial offering SureRoute [32] to route around failures

One of the main challenges in creating an overlay network
is in determining how many overlay nodes and what locations
to deploy them. Section IV shows that for more than 80%
of the observed Internet paths, less than two overlay nodes
were needed, and Section VI demonstrated that as long as the
best performing overlay node(s) belong to the set of overlay
nodes, MPTCP will provide the maximum throughput across
all the paths. However, questions remain on how to select the
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and improve performance is also based on an overlay system.
More recently, Peter et al. developed and evaluated a system
called ARROW [27] that allows end users to create tunnels
to participating ISPs, and stitch together end-to-end paths.
ARROW’s main focus is to enhance the robustness of endto-end paths against attacks and failure events. Building upon
these efforts, we investigate the feasibility of leveraging the
relatively inexpensive and readily available resources from the
cloud and the emerging MPTCP technology to signiﬁcantly
lower the deployment barrier. Furthermore, we examine the
low-level path characteristics to understand the key factors
behind the performance gains.
Source control over AS level routing has also been suggested to improve the reliability of Internet paths. For example, Yang et al. presented a solution that gives users the
ability to choose the sequence of providers the data packets
traverse [34]. Gummadi et al. implemented a one hop source
routing solution to recover from Internet path failures [17].
While viable as a long term option, such source routing
currently is often blocked by intermediate ISPs due to security
concerns [21].
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IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed CRONets, an overlay layer
built using virtual nodes from cloud providers with global
footprints. Using extensive evaluation, we demonstrate that
CRONets achieve three goals: (1) consistently improve the
performance of most network paths by an average of 3.26
times, (2) uses MPTCP to solve the overlay path selection
problem, and (3) is incrementally deployable in today’s Internet without requiring support from ISPs. For future work,
we will explore the adoption and deployment of MPTCP
proxies to enable non-MPTCP enabled endpoints (e.g., Internet
servers) to beneﬁt from MPTCP and CRONets.
X.
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